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Abstract: Addressing the problems of insurmountable unknown frictional disturbance and balancing
the trade-off between high maneuverability and stability during attitude maneuver are important
in low-cost miniaturized single control moment gyro clusters (SGCMGs) for hyper-agile satellite.
This paper proposes a new concept of reconfigurable octagonal cone-type SGCMGs by considering
practical engineering requirements of hyper-agile satellites. Firstly, the momentum characteristics of
typical configurations are quantitatively explained, and the evaluation metrics for SGCMGs based
on norm L∞ and norm L2 are defined, respectively. Secondly, a reconfiguration design of SGCMGs
from octagonal cone-type into pyramid-type is proposed by analyzing the unknown disturbance
mechanism based on SGCMGs. When the hyper-agile satellite is supported to perform fast attitude
maneuvers, all units of SGCMGs can work together to output rough and large torque. On the
other hand, when the maneuvering ends with stable pointing control, gimbles of one pyramid-type
SGCMGs are locked down and fine torque is outputted using another pyramid-type SGCMGs. This
will greatly reduce the difficulty of controller design and improve the satellite attitude performance
indices. The superiority of the control strategy and selection of the proposed actuator is verified
by experiments.

Keywords: hyper-agile satellite; SGCMGs; reconfiguration design; octagonal cone-type; evaluation
metrics

1. Introduction

With their fast maneuvering capability, agile satellites [1] can enable their payloads
to achieve missions such as push-broom imaging, gaze imaging, and single-line array 3D
imaging, etc. Many teams have been working on a series of agile satellite constellations,
such as Sentinel [2–4], Pléiades [5], Worldview [6], etc. The max attitude angular accel-
eration and attitude angular velocity of in-orbit satellites are within 2.5◦/s2 and 4.5◦/s,
respectively. The best attitude pointing accuracy and stability are around ±0.005◦ and
±0.005◦/s, respectively. However, due to the increasing demand of complex missions, such
as in-orbit non-cooperative target approaching, the existing agile satellites cannot meet
the mission requirements in terms of maneuverability; thus, the concept of hyper-agile
satellites was derived [1,7]. Currently, the hyper-agile satellite is considered as an agile
satellite with high maneuverability and stability during attitude maneuvers.

The configuration of the actuators in the attitude control system (ACS) will directly
affect the satellite maneuverability. The actuators of mainstream agile satellites are often
equipped with larger single gimbal control moment gyros (SGCMG) [8,9]. Its gimbal
servomotor rotation will induce radial load friction torque and other unknown disturbance
torques in the flywheel bearing, which will seriously affect the system stability [10,11].
Thus, it is difficult to output fine torque at the end of the attitude maneuver to ensure high
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pointing accuracy (attitude angular error) and stability (attitude angular velocity error)
indexes. Commercially available miniaturized SGCMG can output high-precision torque,
but their torque values cannot meet the requirements of hyper-agile satellites [12]. To
improve attitude maneuverability, distributed single gimbal control moment gyrogroups
(SGCMGs) consisting of multiple miniaturized units of SGCMGs are installed. Given
the requirements of attitude control and singularity avoidance, the spacecraft is allocated
with more than four units of SGCMGs. Many results have been established on the ACS
design of agile satellites configured with pyramid-type SGCMGs (see [8,13–24] and the
references cited therein). Ref. [8] shows that pyramid-type SGCMGs can save mass and
power compared with flywheels applied to agile satellites, and the maximum attitude
maneuver angular velocity is 6◦/s, while the maneuver stability is not mentioned.

Subsequently, the study of Pyramid-type SGCMGs focused on the steering law and
controller design. On the one hand, the SGCMGs are prone to fall into singular states
during maneuvers, causing attitude control failure for satellites. In the references [13–19],
to avoid singular state, different methods were used to solve the rank reduction problem of
the installed gimbal angle vector matrix, which reconstruct the gimbal angle combinations
of specific SGCMGs, respectively. These works mainly focus on redundant systems. On the
other hand, the effects of actuator frictional disturbances and unavoidable disturbances in
ACS are considered. Aiming to improve the maneuverability and stability of the system,
the references [20–24] analyzed nonlinear system dynamics and design complex controllers
based on existing steering laws that approximate uncertain disturbances with adaptive
approximation terms. In addition, there exist certain algorithms [25,26] with typical refer-
ences in the field of ACS, such as backstepping and feedback linearization, which belong to
the algorithmic design of generalization of ACS and are not considered special actuators
such as SGCMGs.

The above design enables the satellite attitude maneuver to reach the maximum
angular velocity within 6◦/s, while the stability and pointing accuracies are only 0.001◦/s
and 0.001◦, respectively. Although the design of the steering law and controller can
mitigate the effect of frictional disturbances [10,11] of SGCMGs on the ACS, there are
still disturbances that cannot be eliminated. Additionally, some scholars have achieved
fault-tolerant control for ACS with less than 4 units of SGCMGs (see [27–31] and the
references cited therein). These designs can greatly utilize SGCMGs to accomplish specific
missions and maintain high stability at the end of the attitude maneuvers. Nevertheless,
the small number units of SCGMGs in the configuration makes it difficult to meet the
demand of hyper-agile satellites with large angles and high maneuverability. Recently,
Geshnizjani et al. [32] designed a four-SGCMGs roof array and improved its effective
maneuver space by optimizing the optimal initial gimbal angle. To obtain the optimal
gimbal angle, Lei et al. [33] proposed a steering law for a nonredundant 3SGCMGs cluster
system using a multi-objective cost function. All the above typical simulation results
realized the high performance in attitude maneuverability and stability. There are a few
studies discussing the maximum momentum envelopes for different configurations of
flywheels (see [34–36] and the references cited therein), but a comprehensive evaluation
of the benefits of the optimal SGCMGs configuration is still an open question. In fact, the
configurations of SGCMGs with high precision and a small number of units are acceptable,
with the note that development costs rise exponentially as design precision rises. For
low-cost miniaturized SGCMGs, the satellite attitude maneuverability increases directly
with the increasing number of units of SGCMGs. Considering similar momentum output
capability, multiple miniaturized SGCMG units have three advantages over a small number
of large SGCMG units. The first is light mass and small volume, which helps to save space;
the second is more reconfigurable, high redundancy being able to enhance the working life
of the actuator; the third is more manipulable, it being easier to re-plan the configuration
according to different mission requirements later on.
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Motivated by the development of a future low-cost and fast-revisit Jilin-1 hyper-agile
satellite [37,38], this paper focuses on the issues in the design of actuators and controllers.
The main work of this paper are as follows:

(a) A detailed modeling of the hyper-agile satellite ACS is established.
(b) An octagonal cone-type SGCMGs is designed as an actuator, and the momentum

characteristics are analyzed in detail. Based on this design, norm L∞ and norm L2
are introduced to define evaluation metrics for SGCMGs to analyze the configuration
benefits, respectively.

(c) The disturbance mechanism of SGCMGs is analyzed, and the disturbance torque
is fitted by experimental data to be applied to the later ACS disturbance model.
According to the real flying results of the Jilin-1 hyper-agile satellite, two practical
engineering problems are faced. In the first place, unknown frictional disturbances
of the low-cost miniaturized SGCMG are difficult to eliminate. In the second place,
it is difficult to balance the trade-off between ultra-fast maneuverability and high
stability during the attitude maneuver. The concept of reconfigurable SGCMGs is
proposed to address the above problems: by switching between octagonal cone-type
SGCMGs and pyramid-type SGCMGs to allocate the torque that meets the attitude
control requirements of different maneuver segments.

(d) The overall design of the hyper-agile satellite ACS is completed that includes the mod-
eling of the steering law and controller. The simulations demonstrate the feasibility
and superiority of the reconfigurable octagonal cone-type SGCMGs system.

2. Mathematical Model

We first model the in-orbit environment disturbance, and the ACS of hyper-agile
satellite is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Attitude control system of hyper-agile satellites.

2.1. Kinematics

The attitude representations using Euler angle description and quaternion description
are given, respectively, in Ref. [1].

2.1.1. Kinematic Characterization of Euler Angle

After giving the transformation matrix between coordinate systems (see Appendix A),
the kinematic equation described by Euler angle is obtained as [1,39]

.
ϕ
.
θ
.
ψ

 = A−1ω =

 (ωx cos ψ−ωy sin ψ)/cθ
ωx sin ψ + ωy cos ψ

(ωy sin ψ sin θ −ωx cos ψ sin θ)/ cos θ + ωz

. (1)
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where ω =
[
ωx ωy ωz

]T, A =

 cψcθ sψ 0
−sψcθ cψ 0

sθ 0 1

 (calculated in x → y→ z rotation

order).

2.1.2. Kinematic Characterization of Quaternion

Setting a reference orbital coordinate system, the kinematic transformation relationship
between the body and orbital coordinate systems expressed by quaternions is [1]{ .

q = 1
2 T(q)ω

.
q0 = − 1

2 qTω
, (2)

where q is the vector part of the quaternion, q =
[
q1 q2 q3

]T, and T(q) =

 q0 −q3 q2
q3 q0 −q1
−q2 q1 q0

.

Matrix form of motion described by quaternions is [1]
.
q0.
q1.
q2.
q3

 =
1
2


q0 −q1 −q2 −q3
q1 q0 −q3 q2
q2 q3 q0 −q1
q3 −q2 q1 q0




0
ωx
ωy
ωz

. (3)

2.2. Dynamics of Hyper-Agile Satellite Attitude

Then, the dynamics of hyper-agile satellite attitude can be written as

J
.
ω = −ω×Jω+ TSGCMG + Td, (4)

where J is the moment of inertia of hyper-agile satellite, TSGCMG is the output torque of
SGCMGs, and Td is the environment disturbance torque.

2.3. Environment Disturbance Torques
2.3.1. Gravity Gradient Torque

The component of the gravitational gradient torque [40,41] in the satellite body coordi-
nate system is 

Tgx = −3ω0
2[(Jy − Jz)ϕ + Jyz − Jxyθ]

Tgy = −3ω0
2[(Jx − Jz)θ − Jxz − Jxy ϕ]

Tgz = −3ω0
2[Jyzθ + Jxz ϕ]

(5)

where Tgx, Tgy, Tgz are the three-axis torque of gravitational gradients, J = [Jx, Jy, Jz]
T

is the moment of inertia, Jxy, Jxz, Jyz are the moments of inertia between each axis, and
Tg = [Tgx Tgy Tgz]

T.

2.3.2. Aerodynamic Torque

The model of aerodynamic torque Ta for the satellite is [41]
Ta = ρS × FS
FS = − 1

2 CdρSV2
S

VS =ωo −ωe × rS

(6)

where FS is aerodynamic drag force, ρS is the position vector of the center of pressure
with respect to the center of mass of the satellite, ρ is atmospheric density, VS is velocity
of the satellite relative to the atmosphere, Cd is drag coefficient, S is characteristic area of
windward, and rS is the geocentric radius of the area S.
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2.3.3. Sunlight Pressure Torque

The model of sunlight pressure torque Tp for satellite is [42]{
Tp = Mr × Fp
Fp = ς

c [−(1 + R) + 2
3 ν]O

, (7)

where Fp is the force of the sunlight pressure, Mr is force arm of sunlight pressure, ς is solar
constant, c is speed of light, O is sunlight pressure area, R is reflectivity of the surface, and
ν is transmissibility of the surface.

2.3.4. Magnetic Torque

The magnetic torque model on the satellite due to the Earth is [43]

Tm =

 Tmx
Tmy
Tmz

 = Mb × Bb =

 MybBzb −MzbByb
MzbBxb −MxbBzb
MxbByb −MybBxb

, (8)

where Mb = [Mxb Myb Mzb]
T is remanent magnetic moment of the satellite and

Bb = [Bxb Byb Bzb]
T is magnetic field density of satellite position.

In summary, the environment disturbance torques Td are expressed as

Td = Tg + Ta + Tp + Tm. (9)

2.4. Attitude Sensors
2.4.1. Stellar Sensor Model

A stellar sensor model can be built as [44,45]

qactual = qnominal ⊗ qnoise, (10)

where qactual is the actual stellar sensor measurement, qnominal is the theoretical attitude
quaternion, and qnoise is the stellar sensor noise quaternion.

If there is only a small angle change, the relationship between the quaternion and the
Euler angle is satisfied as ϕ

θ
ψ

 ≈ 2

q1
q2
q3

. (11)

Then, given the accuracy index [σx σy σz] in Euler angle form, the noise quaternion is
expressed as

qnoise =

[
1
2

N(0, σ2
x)

1
2

N(0, σ2
y )

1
2

N(0, σ2
z )
√

1− qTq
]

. (12)

2.4.2. Fiber Optic Gyro Model

Without considering the scale factor and installation error, the model of the fiber optic
gyro in period [t0, t0 + ∆t] is [1] ωout(t0 + ∆t) =ω(t0 + ∆t) + 1

2 [c(t0 + ∆t) + c(t0)] +

[
1

12 σ2
ARW∆t + σ2

ARRW
∆t

]1/2
NA(0, 1)

c(t0 + ∆t) = c(t0) + σARW∆t1/2NR(0, 1)
, (13)

whereωout is output value of the gyro,ω is the angular velocity of the satellite, c is constant
drift of gyro, NA and NR are the uncorrelated zero-mean white noise, σARW and σARRW are
the angle random walk and angular rate random walk of the gyro, respectively.
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3. Configuration Design and Benefit Analysis of SGCMGs
3.1. Problem Formulation

Attitude maneuverability and stability enhancement are the main design objectives
of the hyper-agile satellite ACS, and the integrated momentum output capability of the
actuator SGCMGs system needs to be considered in the configuration design.

First, to describe the momentum envelope of SGCMGs without failure units, the
output momentum of n units of SGCMGs is defined as h = [h1 . . . hi . . . hn]

T and
h1 = . . . hi = . . . = hn.

Second, to depict the SGCMGs momentum envelope with m failed units, we define
the existence of hi = 0 in h.

Finally, to characterize the SGCMGs singular momentum envelope, the singular

momentum of n units of SGCMGs is defined as ĥs
i =

n
∑

i=1
hs

i (i) =
n
∑

i=1
εi

(gi×u)×gi
|gi×u| and the

singularity momentum combination matrix εi = ±1 in ε = [ε1 . . . εi . . . εn ] .
It is difficult to completely analyze the momentum envelope of the configurations

using the above no failure unit, m failed units, and singularity description of the momentum
output capabilities of SGCMGs. In this chapter, the configuration evaluation method is
proposed and analyzed in detail for the proposed configuration of SGCMGs.

3.2. Dynamics of 8-SGCMGs

We design a positive octagonal cone-type SGCMGs (named 8-SGCMGs) as an actuator
for the hyper-agile satellite, which consists of 8 units of SGCMGs. A unit of SGCMGs
mainly consists of flywheel and turntable gimbal, and the working principle is to change
the flywheel momentum direction by driving the gimbal rotation through a servo turntable.
SGCMG can output the torque exponentially with its gimbal angular velocity [20–22]. The
composition schematic of SGCMG and 8-SGCMGs are illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Composition schematic of SGCMG and 8-SGCMGs. (a) SGCMG, (b) 8-SGCMGs.

The gimbal axis of SGCMG is always perpendicular to the flywheel axis, and when the
gimbal axis rotates, the direction of momentum changes and the output torque of the entire
SGCMG system can be obtained from the coupling calculation between the momentum
and the velocity of the gimbal axis. The gimbal angular velocity of SGCMGs is defined as
.
δ, and the momentum generated by flywheel is defined as hSGCMG. The output torque of
the SGCMG is given as

TSGCMG = −
.
δ× hSGCMG. (14)
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According to the momentum exchange principle, the configuration of distributed
SGCMGs is required to realize the fast maneuver of hyper-agile satellite attitude, and the
mathematical model of the momentum H of the distributed SGCMGs is

H = hSGCMG(A sinδ+ B cosδ)E. (15)

where A and B are the installation matrices of gimbal angle, and E =
[
1 1 . . . 1

]T is
the unit vector.

Here, A and B are in the form of

A =

a11 . . . a1n
a21 . . . a2n
a31 . . . a3n

, B =

b11 . . . b1n
b21 . . . b2n
b31 . . . b3n

. (16)

sinδ and cosδ are

sinδ =

sin δ1 0
. . .

0 sin δn

, cosδ =

cos δ1 0
. . .

0 cos δn

. (17)

The total torque TSGCMGs generated by SGCMGs in the body coordinate system of a
satellite is

TSGCMGs = −
.

H = −JSGCMGs(δ)
.
δh, (18)

where JSGCMGs(δ) = A cosδ−B sinδ is the Jacobi matrix of the gimbal and
.
δ =

[ .
δ1

.
δ2 . . .

.
δn

]T

is the angular velocity matrix of the gimbal of SGCMGs.
Then, the momentum of 8-SGCMGs is defined as H8-SGCMGs, and we get

H8-SGCMGs =

Hx
Hy
Hz

 = h0



cβsδ1 + cβc45
◦
sδ2 − s45

◦
cδ2 + cβc135

◦
sδ4 − cδ3 − s135

◦
cδ4 − cβsδ5

+cβc225
◦
sδ6 − s135

◦
cδ6 + cδ7 + cβc315

◦
sδ8 − s135

◦
cδ8

cδ1 + cβs45
◦
sδ2 + c45

◦
cδ2 + cβsδ3 + cβs135

◦
sδ4 + c135

◦
cδ4 − cβsδ5

+cβs225
◦
sδ6 + c225

◦
cδ6 − cβsδ7 + cβs315

◦
sδ8 + c315

◦
cδ8

sβsδ1 + sβsδ2 + sβsδ3 + sβsδ4 + sβsδ5 + sβsδ6 + sβsδ7 + sβsδ8


. (19)

The gimbal axes of 8-SGCMGs are perpendicular to the side and the inclination β. To
approximate the momentum body as a sphere, let Hx = Hy = Hz obtain
β = arccos(

√
3/3) ≈ 54.73

◦
.

3.3. Benefit Analysis of 8-SGCMGs

To demonstrate the advantages of the proposed 8-SGCMGs configuration, we analyze
the characteristics of the momentum envelope, failure momentum envelope, and singular
momentum envelope, respectively. Based on these characteristics, the momentum efficiency
(ME), failure momentum efficiency (FME), and singular momentum efficiency (SME) are
defined to evaluate the configurations comprehensively.

3.3.1. Momentum Envelope

To visualize the momentum envelope, we set 53,000 momentum envelope sample points
Si(i = 1, 2, 3 . . . end) = i to count the momentum sample values Z = {Z1, Z2 . . . Zi . . . Zend}.
The statistical parameters include value interval [Zmin, Zmax], mean Zmean, median Zmedian,
and standard deviation σZ. The momentum of SGCMG is given to h0 = 1Nms, and the
momentum characteristic is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Momentum characteristics of 8-SGCMGs. (a) Momentum envelope, (b) Sample arrange-
ment, (c) Sample number statistics.

Figure 3a shows that the momentum envelope of 8-SGCMGs has fine linearity and
symmetry, which facilitates the smooth torque output of the actuator and greatly reduces
the design difficulty of the steering law. Figure 3b,c show the momentum synthesis capacity
and concentration, which reflects the high maneuverability of 8-SGCMGs. The statistics are
shown in row 2 of Table 1.

Table 1. Statistic of momentum and failure momentum envelops of 8-SGCMGs.

Statistical Parameters
(h0 = 1 Nms)

Value Interval
[Zmin,Zmax]

Mean
Zmean

Median
Zmedian

Standard Deviation σZ

Value

No failure h = [1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1] [5.947,6.614] 6.226 6.165 0.195

1 failed unit h = [0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1] [4.947, 6.089] 5.426 5.447 0.269

2 failed units

h = [0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1] [3.966, 5.542] 4.641 4.663 0.391
h = [0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1] [3.948, 5.123] 4.699 4.666 0.301
h = [0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1] [4.032, 5.217] 4.673 4.668 0.255
h = [0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1] [4.117, 5.347] 4.641 4.669 0.254

3 failed units

h = [0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1] [2.967, 4.819] 3.821 3.823 0.449
h = [0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1] [3.032, 4.544] 3.907 3.862 0.353
h = [0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1] [3.117, 4.631] 3.833 3.870 0.308
h = [0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1] [3.136, 4.347] 3.914 3.861 0.249
h = [0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1] [3.467, 4.306] 3.871 3.873 0.178

4 failed units

h = [0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1] [2.051, 3.948] 3.113 3.070 0.481
h = [0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1] [2.136, 3.825] 3.110 3.093 0.377
h = [0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1] [2.468, 3.632] 3.099 3.108 0.227
h = [0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1] [2.550, 3.820] 3.089 3.089 0.304
h = [0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1] [2.486, 3.875] 3.057 3.098 0.336
h = [0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1] [2.117, 3.673] 3.142 3.087 0.349
h = [0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1] [2.818,3.347] 3.089 3.114 0.116

3.3.2. Failure Momentum Envelopes

The SGCMGs with fewer than 4 units are an underactuated system. If there are fewer
than 4 units of SGCMGs, then the system is not reconfigurable. h0 = 0 is defined as a
particular SGCMG failure, and there are 17 failure momentum combinations of 8-SGCMGs.
Similarly, taking h0 = 1 Nms, the 17 failure momentum envelopes are visualized as shown
in Figure 4, and statistics are shown in Table 1.

The momentum envelope decays (seen in Figure 4) as the number of failure units
of SGCMGs increases. By considering the reconfigured configuration with 4 symmetric
failure units, the configuration still maintains fine linearity and symmetry. Table 1 shows
that its standard deviation value is small and the minimum momentum value is the
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largest, which indicates its high concentration of momentum output and strong momentum
output capability.
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3.3.3. Singular Momentum Envelopes

The output momentum hi(i) of the SGCMGs unit acts together with the gimbal
angular velocity

.
δ to obtain the output torque TSGCMGs, which is used to provide input of

the controller. TSGCMGs is in the space of value fields expressed by the column vectors of
Jacobi matrix JSGCMGs, and the column vectors ϑ̂1, ϑ̂2, . . . , ϑ̂i of Jacobi matrix JSGCMGs are
position functions of the gimbal angles. The above calculation rules satisfy
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TSGCMGs = − dhi
dt = − dhi(1)

dt −
dhi(2)

dt − . . .− dhi(i)
dt = ϑ1 + ϑ2 + . . . + ϑi

= −(
.
δ1 × hi(1) +

.
δ2 × hi(2) + . . . +

.
δi × hi(i)) = (

.
δ1hi(1)ϑ̂1 +

.
δ2hi(2)ϑ̂2 + . . . +

.
δihi(i)ϑ̂i)

= h0
[

ϑ̂1 ϑ̂2 . . . ϑ̂i
]


.
δ1.
δ2
...
.
δi

 = h0JSGCMGs
.
δ,

(20)

where JSGCMGs =
[
ϑ̂1 ϑ̂2 . . . ϑ̂i

]
,

.
δ =

[ .
δ1

.
δ2 · · ·

.
δi

]T
and hi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) is the

output momentum of the SGCMGs unit.
A particular combination of gimbal angles makes the column vectors ϑ̂1, ϑ̂2, . . . , ϑ̂i

co-linear, at which point the Jacobi matrix JSGCMGs appears to degrade in rank. To this end,
the actuator falls into a singular state, which can be expressed as rank(JSGCMGs) < 3. The
result indicates that the SGCMGs system can only output torque in a certain plane and
cannot complete three-axis attitude control, and the singularity schematic diagram of the
SGCMGs is shown in Figure 5.
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To visualize the singular momentum envelopes, ε =
[
ε1 ε2 · · · εn

]
is introduced.

The two equations εi = ±1 with different singularities are combined into ĥs
i , and there are

2n combinations of values. However, ε is all positive and all negative corresponding to the
same singular surface, so ε has a total of 2n−1 combinations of values. Plotting the singular
envelope by traversing the vector u through the entire unit sphere space, the singular
momentum can be further expressed as ϑ̂iu = 0, (i = 1, 2, 3 . . . . ., n)

ĥs
i =

n
∑

i=1
hs

i (i) =
n
∑

i=1
εi

(gi×u)×gi
|gi×u|

, (21)

The 8-SGCMGs have 128 combinations of ε values. The singular planes of 8-SGCMGs
are classified into external saturated 8H singular planes, internal 6H singular planes,
internal 4H singular planes, internal 2H singular planes, and 0H singular planes based on
the characteristics of different singularities. The singular momentum envelopes are shown
in Figure 6 and the statistics are shown in Table 2.

In summary, the momentum, failure momentum, and singular momentum envelopes
of the 8-SGCMGs are analyzed in detail. Based on the norm L∞ and norm L2, we define
ME, FME, and SME, respectively.
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Table 2. Statistic of singular momentum envelops of 8-SGCMGs.

Statistical Parameters
(h0 = 1 Nms)

Value Interval
[Zmin,Zmax]

Mean
Zmean

Median
Zmedian

Standard
Deviation
σZ

Value

8H ε =
[
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

]
[0, 6.532] 2.872 3.083 2.103

6H ε =
[
−1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

]
[0, 5.543] 2.358 2.535 1.617

4H ε =
[
−1 −1 1 1 1 1 1 1

]
[0, 4.368] 2.081 1.972 1.127

2H ε =
[
−1 −1 −1 1 1 1 1 1

]
[0, 3.068] 1.432 1.328 0.668

0H ε =
[
−1 −1 −1 −1 1 1 1 1

]
[0, 1.732] 0.388 0.595 0.577

Definition 1. (ME) The ratio γL∞ of the value of the momentum envelope calculated by the norm
L∞ to the algebraic sum of the momentum of the system, described as γL∞ = ‖h‖∞/nh0 , where
γL∞ ∈ [0, 1], ‖h‖∞ is norm L∞ of momentum envelope, n is the number of SGCMGs units, and h
is value of the momentum envelope.

The ratio γL2 of the value of the momentum envelope calculated by the norm L2 to the algebraic

sum of the momentum of the system, described as γL2 = ‖h‖2/
√
ln2h2

0 , where ‖h‖2 is norm L2

of momentum envelope, and l is number of sample points.

Remark 1. The momentum efficiency reflects the form of the distribution of the system momentum
in space. The higher the ratio γL∞ and γL2 , the higher the momentum output capacity of the
configuration.

Definition 2. (FME) The ratio λL∞ of the failure momentum envelope of the norm L∞ solution
to the algebraic sum of the system momentum is summed in proportion to the different failure

combinations. The ratio λL∞ is described as λL∞ =
m
∑

i=1

k
∑

j=1

∥∥∥hj
i

∥∥∥
∞

/(n− 1)h0k (n − i), where

λL∞ ∈ [0, 1], m is number of failure units of SGCMGs, k is number of different failure combinations,
and

∥∥∥hj
i

∥∥∥
∞

is norm L∞ of jth combination of i failure units.
The ratio λL2 of the failure momentum envelope of the norm L2 solution to the algebraic sum

of the system momentum is summed in proportion to the different failure combinations. The ratio

λL2 is described as λL2 =
m
∑

i=1

k
∑

j=1
n
∥∥∥hj

i

∥∥∥
2
/
√
ln2h2

0(n− 1)(n− i)k , where λL2 ∈ [0, 1],
∥∥∥hj

i

∥∥∥
2

is

norm L2 of jth combination of i failure unit, and l is the number of sample points.

Remark 2. Failure momentum efficiency reflects the ability of the reconstructed system to generate
momentum after the failure of different unit combinations. The larger the ratio λL∞ and λL2 , the
higher the failure momentum efficiency.

Definition 3. (SME) The ratio χL∞ of the singular momentum envelope of the norm L∞ solution
to the algebraic sum of the system momentum is summed in proportion to the different singular

combinations. The ratio χL∞ is described as χL∞ =
m
∑

α=1
‖hα‖∞/m , where χL∞ ∈ [0, 1] and m is

the classification number of the singular momentum envelope.
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The ratio χL2 of the singular momentum envelope of the norm L2 solution to the algebraic
sum of the system momentum is summed in proportion to the different singular combinations. The

ratio χL2 is described as χL2 =
m
∑

α=1
‖hα‖2/m

√
ln2h2

0 , where χL2 ∈ [0, 1], and l is the number of

sample points.

Remark 3. Singular momentum efficiency reflects the ability of the system to generate momentum
at different singular combinations. The larger the ratio of χL∞ and χL2 , the higher the singular
momentum efficiency.

Typical SGCMGs configurations are divided into 4 units, 5 units, and 6 units of
SGCMGs; the expression for the installation of the gimbal is given as H4-SGCMGs, H5-SGCMGs,
and H6-SGCMGs.

H4-SGCMGs = h0

 −cβsδ1 − cδ2 + cβsδ3 + cδ4
cδ1 − cβsδ2 − cδ3 + cβsδ4

sβsδ1 + sβsδ2 + sβsδ3 + sβsδ4

, β = 53.1
◦
. (22)

H5-SGCMGs = h0



cβcδ1 + cβc72
◦
cδ2 − s72

◦
sδ2 − cβc54

◦
cδ3 − c54

◦
sδ3 − cβc36

◦
cδ4

+cβc36
◦
cδ4 + s36

◦
sδ4cβ + cβs18

◦
cδ5 + cβsδ5

sδ1 + cβs72
◦
cδ2 + c72

◦
sδ2 + cβc54

◦
cδ3 − s54

◦
sδ3

−cβs36
◦
cδ4 − c36

◦
sδ4 − cβc18

◦
cδ5 + s18

◦
sδ5

sβsδ1 + sβsδ2 + sβsδ3 + sβsδ4 + sβsδ5


, β = 60.42◦. (23)

H6-SGCMGs = h0



cβsδ1 + cβc60
◦
sδ2 − s60

◦
cδ2 + cβc120

◦
sδ3 − s120

◦
cδ3 + cβc240

◦
sδ5

−s240
◦
cδ5 + cβc300

◦
sδ6 − s300

◦
cδ6

cδ1 + cβs60
◦
sδ2 + c60

◦
cδ2 + cβs120

◦
sδ3 + c120

◦
cδ3 − cδ4 + cβs240

◦
sδ5

+c240
◦
cδ5 + cβs300

◦
sδ6 + c300

◦
cδ6

sβsδ1 + sβsδ2 + sβsδ3 + sβsδ4 + sβsδ5 + sβsδ6


, β = 70.53◦. (24)

The results of the combined ME, FME, and SME metrics were used to define the
evaluation metrics νL∞ and νL2 for SGCMGs based on norm L∞ and norm L2 as{

νL∞ = γL∞ + λL∞ + χL∞

νL2 = γL2 + λL2 + χL2

. (25)

Above metrics defined by norm L∞ and norm L2 focus on representing the maximum
and overall benefits of the SGCMGs configuration, respectively. Typical configuration
performance parameters are given in Table 3.

Table 3. Typical configuration performance parameters.

Typical Configuration
ME FME SME Evaluation Metric

γL∞
γL2

λL∞ λL2 χL∞
χL2

νL∞ νL2

4-SGCMGs 0.7078 0.7879 0 0 0.6566 0.3254 1.3644 1.1133
5-SGCMGs 0.7165 0.7949 0.3173 0.4015 0.6891 0.2699 1.7229 1.4663
6-SGCMGs 0.6463 0.8217 0.2475 0.3242 0.7487 0.3051 1.6425 1.4510
8-SGCMGs 0.7434 0.7787 0.3712 0.4444 0.5251 0.2831 1.6397 1.5062

The results in Table 3 show that 5-SGCMGs have the best maximum benefit, while
8-SGCMGs have the best overall benefit, and the conclusion that 8-SGCMGs configuration
is the optimal configuration is proposed for the first time in the literature.
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4. Reconfigurable SGCMGs System Design
4.1. Problem Formulation

In the hyper-agile satellite configuration, the low-cost miniaturized SGCMGs face an
intractable challenge of unknown frictional disturbance, making it difficult to balance the
trade-off between high maneuverability and stability during attitude maneuver.

When all units of SGCMGs are steered cooperatively in accordance with the desired
gimbal angular velocity

.
θ f , there is the disturbance torque limit Tb in TSGCMG. The

relationship between
.
θ f and Tb of unit of SGCMGs cannot be determined quantitatively

directly. According to Equation (4), it is known that the attitude angular velocity error
(stability) is influenced by Tb in TSGCMG. In this chapter, Tb is calculated by model analysis
and disturbance measurement experiments, and the reconfigurable SGCMGs system design
method is proposed to fundamentally improve the attitude stability.

4.2. Disturbance Torque Analysis of 8-SGCMGs

When the gimbal servo system of SGCMG performs a high dynamic response, the
momentum of flywheel direction is forced to change, which in turn generates the flywheel
bearing radial load friction torque and other unknown disturbance torque. This will
eventually affect the stability of flywheel and output torque accuracy of SGCMG, and the
schematic diagram of the SGCMG system is shown in Figure 7.
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The torque balance equation of the flywheel is first given as
M = MI + MG

MI = −Jr
..
θ f

MG = H f
.
θ f

H f = Jzωr

, (26)

where M is the external torque of the flywheel, Jr is the equatorial rotational inertia of the
flywheel, MI is the torque of inertia, Jz is the rotational inertia of pole, MG is the gyroscopic
torque,

..
θ f is the angular acceleration of gimbal, H f is the momentum of the flywheel,

.
θ f is

the angular velocity of the gimbal, andωr is the angular velocity of the flywheel [11,12].
Neglecting the effect of gimbal angular acceleration in Equation (27), the equation for

the frictional disturbance torque of the gimbal speed bearing radial load is as follows.{
Tb = αFbd

Fb = M
l =

H f
.
θ f
l

, (27)
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where α is the friction factor, d is the radius of the inner ring of the bearing, Fb is the force
generated by the rotation of the flywheel, and l is the distance from the center of the bearing
to the center of mass of the flywheel.

The relationship between the angular velocity of the gimbal and the disturbance torque
can be obtained as

Tb =
αH f

.
θ f d

l
. (28)

The friction factor α in the above equation is difficult to measure directly, so the
relationship between gimbal angular velocity

.
θ f and disturbance torque Tb of unit of

SGCMGs cannot be determined quantitatively directly. We indirectly measured the data
of

.
θ f and Tb through experiments and fitted the two to approximate the relationship; the

experimental setup is shown in Figure 8, where the steady speed experiment of a unit of
SGCMGs is illustrated in left figure and the preliminary experiment of air floatation table
with 8-SGCMGs is illustrated in the right figure. Main parameters of the SGCMG prototype
are shown in Table 4.
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Figure 8. Experimental setup. (a) SGCMG prototype, (b) Octagonal cone-type SGCMGs.

Table 4. Main parameters of SGCMG prototype.

Parameter Name Value

Equatorial rotational inertia of the flywheel Jr 0.0057 kg·m2

Rotational inertia of pole Jz 0.012 kg·m2

Maximum gimbal angular acceleration of
..
θ f MAX 0.8236 rad/s2

Maximum gimbal angular velocity
.
θ f MAX 0.8086 rad/s

Rated speed of flywheelωr 4000 rpm
Rated angular momentum of flywheel H f 7 Nm·s

Rated torque of SGCMG MG 5.6 Nm

To ensure the accuracy of the experimental data, the gimbal angular velocity and
flywheel disturbance torque parameters are repeatedly sampled under the same output
torque command, and 10 sets of data are taken as the average values shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Gimbal angular velocity and disturbance torque data.

Output Torque
MG/Nm

Gimbal Angular Velocity
.
θf/(rad/s)

Flywheel Disturbance Torque
|Tb|/Nm

0.2611 0.0373 0.00511
0.861 0.123 0.01122

1.4609 0.2087 0.01299
2.0608 0.2944 0.01353
2.6607 0.3801 0.01448
3.2606 0.4658 0.01599
3.8605 0.5515 0.01671
4.4604 0.6372 0.01780
5.0603 0.7229 0.01896
5.6602 0.8086 0.02163

According to the analysis of the experimental data, when |
.
θ f | < 0.037, Tb remains

near ±0.005Nm; when |
.
θ f | ≥ 0.037, Tb is larger, Equation (29) is obtained by multiple

spline curve fitting in MATLAB.

Tb =

{
0.005, |

.
θ f | < 0.037

1.099|
.
θ f |5 − 2.504|

.
θ f |4 + 2.155|

.
θ f |3 − 0.8627|

.
θ f |2 + 0.1695|

.
θ f | − 0.0001014, |

.
θ f | ≥ 0.037

. (29)

To sum up, the first contribution of this section is to propose the flywheel frictional dis-
turbance model, which reveals that both the friction factor and the disturbance torque
increase with the increase in flywheel momentum. The second contribution is that the
proposed disturbance model can be used as a simulation input for the hyper-agile satellite
ACS, and the model presents that this configuration can only reach ±0.005 Nm in torque
output accuracy, and there are unknown disturbances that cannot be resolved to affect the
system stability.

4.3. Reconfiguration of 8-SGCMGs into 4-SGCMGs

The rotation of each gimbal angle in the 8-SGCMGs generates more frictional dis-
turbance torque, which can meet the needs of large-angle fast maneuvers of hyper-agile
satellites, but it is difficult to guarantee its stability at the end of the maneuver. The four
symmetrical failure units’ reconfiguration of 8-SGCMGs has been analyzed in the previous
section still maintains good linearity and symmetry (seen in Figure 4 and Table 1). The
friction coefficient can be approximated to increase with increasing load momentum if the
same maximum gimbal angular velocity is configured [11,12]. To achieve the same output
torque, the overall size and mass of 4-SGCMGs are larger than 8-SGCMGs, and the output
disturbance torque of both configurations is almost the same [46,47]. In the stabilization
section, it is necessary to lock the gimbal angles of 4 symmetrical failure units of 8-SGCMGs
and reconfigure them into 4-SGCMGs for the stabilization section maneuvers. The method
can reduce about half of the disturbance torque at the physical level and achieve the goal of
high stability.

The process of reconfiguring 8-SGCMGs into 4-SGCMGs can be divided into three
stages (illustrated in Figure 9); the function of control and steering allocation is clearly given
in Table 6. Firstly, in the fast attitude maneuver segment, the 8-SGCMGs provide large
torque with more frictional disturbance torque when t0 + ∆t→ t1 . Secondly, the gimbal
angle locking of 4-SGCMGs is reconfigured to 4-SGCMGs when the overshoot satisfies
σ% ≤ ±0.025%. Finally, in the stabilization attitude maneuver segment, the 4-SGCMGs
provide fine torque with smaller frictional disturbance torque.
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Table 6. Function of control and steering allocation. 

Function for determining 8−SGCMGs control allocation 

Function:  

function [u] = Reconfig_allocation (angle_out, angle_obj, J8, t_b) 

Input:  

angle_out = Output Angle; 

angle_obj = Target angle;  

J8 = Jacobi of 8−SGCMGs;  

t_b = disturbance torque of SGCMGs; 

Steer() = function of steering law; 

Output: 

u = desire control torque, and input of steering law; 

Begin 

h0 = 7; 

RV = [1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0;0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0;0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]; 

J4 = J8. * RV; 

O_shoot = abs(angle_out-angle_obj)/angle_obj * 100; 

if  O_shoot > 0.025  then 

u = h0. * (J8 * Steer(J8,u))+8 * t_b; 

else 

u = h0. * (J4 * Steer(J4,u))+4 * t_b; 

end 

5. Simulation and Analysis 

In this paper, we apply large−size 4−SGCMGs, 8−SGCMGs, and 8−SGCMGs recon-

figured into 4−SGCMGs for maneuvering mode simulation. The quantitative statistics of 

The process of output torque change that switches from 8-SGCMGs to 4-SGCMGs can
be described as

TSGCMGs =


−

.
δ8(t0 + ∆t)× h8 + 8Tb, σ% > ±0.025%

−
.
δ4(t1)× h4 + 4Tb, σ% = ±0.025%

−
.
δ4(t1 + ∆t)× h4 + 4Tb, σ% < ±0.025%

. (30)
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Singular robust steering law with null motion is generally described as

.
δ =

.
δT +

.
δN = h0Q#

i JT
SGCMGs

[
h2

0JSGCMGsQ
#
i JT

SGCMGs + P#
]−1
τSGCMGs + χn

P−1 = P# = ℘

 1 ε3 ε2
ε3 1 ε1
ε2 ε1 1



Q−1
8 = Q#

8 =



Q#
1 ℘ ... ℘

℘ Q#
2 ℘

℘ Q#
3 ℘

℘ Q#
4 ℘

...
... ℘ Q#

5 ℘
℘ Q#

6 ℘
℘ Q#

7 ℘
℘ . . . ℘ Q#

8



Q−1
4 = Q#

4 =



Q#
1 0 ℘ 0 ℘ 0 ℘ 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
℘ 0 Q#

3 0 ℘ 0 ℘ 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
℘ 0 ℘ 0 Q#

5 0 ℘ 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
℘ 0 ℘ 0 ℘ 0 Q#

7 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


℘ = ℘0 exp

[
−µdet

(
JSGCMGsJ

T
SGCMGs

)]
εi = ε0 sin(ωt + φi)

, (31)

where
.
δT is the general form of steering law,

.
δN is the null motion of steering law, τSGCMGs

is the desired torque, χ is the factor of the null motion, n is the design form of the null
motion, P and Q are positive definite symmetric matrices, respectively. According to Per-
turbation Theory [48], the singular escape strength parameter ℘, the periodic perturbation
parameter εi, and the parameter to be set Q#

i are derived.
Null motion is designed to

.
δN = χn
n =

[
I− JT

SGCMGs
(
JSGCMGsJ

T
SGCMGs

)−1
λJSGCMGs

]
d

d =
.

D = ∂DT

∂δ

.
δ = ∂DT

∂δ

.
δT + ∂DT

∂δ

.
δN

, (32)

where d is the gradient of the singular metric vector
.

D with respect to the gimbal angular
velocity δ. Some researchers [49–51] derive in detail the specific operation of d; the ele-
ments in the JSGCMGsJ

T
SGCMGs matrix are denoted by ei,j(i, j = 1, 2, 3); λ is the singularity

parameter.
Denoting the partial derivative with respect to δk by e′i,j,k(i, j = 1, 2, 3; k = 1, 2 . . . n),

the gradient component can be expressed as

∂DT

∂δ
=

∂

∂δk

e11 e12 e13
e21 e22 e23
e31 e32 e33

 =

e′11k e′12k e′13k
e21 e22 e23
e31 e32 e33

+

 e11 e12 e13
e21k e′22k e′23k
e31 e32 e33

+

 e11 e12 e13
e21 e22 e23
e′31k e′32k e′33k

. (33)

Since the matrix JSGCMGsJ
T
SGCMGs is a symmetric matrix, the above equation is given as

∂DT

∂δk
= e′11k

(
e22e23 − e2

23
)
+ e′22k

(
e11e33 − e2

13
)
+ e′33k

(
e11e22 − e2

12
)
+ · · ·

. . . 2e′12k(e13e23 − e12e33) + 2e′13k(e12e23 − e22e13) + 2e′23k(e12e13 − e11e23).
(34)
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Singular robust steering law with null motion combines two capabilities: one is the
singular avoidance capability of the steering law with null motion; another one is the
singular escape capability of the singular robust steering law to keep the system away from
singular states. The specific singular robust steering law with null motion is described as

.
δ =



h0Q#
8JT

SGCMGs

[
h2

0JSGCMGsQ
#
8JT

SGCMGs + P#
]−1
τSGCMGs

+χ
(

I− JT
SGCMGs

(
JSGCMGsJ

T
SGCMGs

)−1
λJSGCMGs

)
d, σ% > ±0.025%

h0Q#
4JT

SGCMGs

[
h2

0JSGCMGsQ
#
4JT

SGCMGs + P#
]−1
τSGCMGs

+χ
(

I− JT
SGCMGs

(
JSGCMGsJ

T
SGCMGs

)−1
λJSGCMGs

)
d, σ% > ±0.025%

. (35)

5. Simulation and Analysis

In this paper, we apply large-size 4-SGCMGs, 8-SGCMGs, and 8-SGCMGs reconfig-
ured into 4-SGCMGs for maneuvering mode simulation. The quantitative statistics of
the momentum envelopes of large 4-SGCMGs and 8-SGCMGs are comparable; then, the
momentum of a unit of large 4-SGCMGs is approximately twice as large as that of a unit
of 8-SGCMGs. The momentum of a unit of 8-SGCMGs is set to 7 Nms and that of a unit
of large 4-SGCMGs is set to 14Nms, which can meet the actual engineering requirements.
This section compared and analyzed the different configurations by providing the same
control conditions. The controller uses the proportional-derivative (PD) control algorithm
proposed previously [14,32] and described by Equation (36). The simulation parameters
are listed in Table 7.

τSGCMGs = J
.
ω+ω×Jω− J(Kpqe + Kdωe), (36)

where qe is the quadratic error, andωe is the angular velocity error, Kp is the proportional
gain, and Kd is derivative gain.

Table 7. Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value

Momentum of inertia J [245 0 0, 0 255 0, 0 0 190] kg·m2

Initial angle θ0 [0 0 0] deg
Initial angular velocity [0 0 0] deg/s

Mass of satellite 1000 kg
SGCMG flywheel momentum (large size 4-SGCMGs) h0 14 Nms

SGCMG flywheel momentum (8-SGCMGs) h0 7 Nms
Maximum gimbal rate 0.8086 rad/s

Orbit inclination 90 deg
Orbit altitude 560 km

Proportional gain Kp [8400 7820.4 3368.4] s−2

Derivative gain Kd [5940 5530.14 2381.94] s−2

Factor of the null motion χ 0.3
Singularity parameter ℘, λ, µ, Q#

i 0.01, 0.3, 20, 1
Periodic perturbation parameter εi 0.01

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed actuator system and control scheme,
extensive numerical simulations have been carried out. All the simulations are conducted
in MATLAB/SIMULINK environment on an i7-8550U CPU/8 G 1.80 GHz machine. For
practical consideration, we set the sampling frequency as 50 Hz. Assuming the same
material and process in the simulation comparison, the disturbance torque magnitudes
of large 4-SGCMGs and 8-SGCMGs are comparable according to Equation (29). These
parameters of the disturbance simulation are listed in Table 8.
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Table 8. Disturbance simulation parameters.

Parameter Value

Stellar sensitive noise [σx σy σz] [50 10 10]′′
Fiber optic gyro initial zero bias c(t0) [55 55 55]′′ /s

Fiber optic gyro angle random wandering σARW 0.07deg/h0.5

Fiber optic gyro angular rate random wandering σARRW 0.15deg/h1.5

Characteristic area of windward S 1 m2

Drag coefficient of aerodynamic Cd 2.6
Position vector of the center of pressure concerning the

center of satellite mass ρS

[
0.1 0.1 0.1

]
Sunlight pressure area O 1 m2

Reflectivity of the surface R 0.5
Transmissibility of the surface ν 0.2

Force arm of sunlight pressure Mr
[
0.1 0.1 0.1

]
Remanent magnetic moment Mb

[
0.02 0.02 0.02

]
A·m2

The simulations are carried out for different configurations of SGCMGs of hyper-agile
satellite to visualize the attitude angle, attitude angular velocity, torque accuracy, and
gimbal angular velocity, respectively. We set up two cases separately:

• Case 1, a small angle of 20 deg around the x-axis attitude maneuver;
• Case 2, a large angle of 140 deg around the x-axis attitude maneuver.

The small and large-angle simulation results (as shown in Figures 10 and 11) are the at-
titude metrics of different SGCMGs configurations, which include 4-SGCMGs, 8-SGCMGs,
and reconfiguration of 8-SGCMGs into 4-SGCMGs. The t0 + ∆t→ t1 defined in the previ-
ous section is used as the maneuvering segment, and the maneuvering time of the three
configurations is unified as t1. The fluctuation range of the instantaneous target attitude
angle is defined as the attitude angle error θe, which reflects the pointing accuracy of the
hyper-agile satellite. In addition, we define the fluctuation range of the instantaneous atti-
tude angular velocity as the attitude angular velocity error ωerror, which reflects the attitude
maneuver stability. The difference between the desired torque of the controller and the
actual torque is defined as the moment accuracy Taccuracy, which reflects the variation of the
torque output fineness. With similar total momentum envelopes, the first two rows (seen in
Figures 10 and 11) suggest that the hyper-agile satellites configured with 8-SGCMGs have
shorter maneuver times and higher maximum attitude angular velocities ωmax compared
to 4-SGCMGs, but the pointing accuracy and stability in the stabilization segment are
almost the same. This verifies the analysis above about the superior momentum output
capability of 8-SGCMGs compared to other configurations. After the reconfigurable design
proposed in this paper is introduced in the 8-SGCMGs, the pointing accuracy and stability
are significantly reduced (see the first two rows of Figures 10 and 11), and the torque
accuracy and gimbal angular velocity fluctuation are reduced by more than double (see the
last two rows of Figures 10 and 11), which confirms that the locked gimbals will reduce the
interference of the radial load friction torque to the system. Additionally, the last two rows
of Figure 11 indicate that the torque output capability and gimbal angular velocity utiliza-
tion of the 8-SGCMGs do not reach the limit value in the large-angle attitude maneuver,
and that leaves much room for improvement. The detailed simulation comparison results
mentioned above are organized in Table 9.
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Figure 10. Simulation results of small-angle attitude maneuver. (a) Large 4-SGCMGs, (b) 8-SGCMGs,
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Table 9. Simulation results of attitude maneuver.

Metrics

Case1 (20 deg) Case2 (140 deg)

Large
4-SGCMGs 8-SGCMGs

Reconfiguration of
8-SGCMGs into

4-SGCMGs

Large
4-SGCMGs 8-SGCMGs

Reconfiguration of
8-SGCMGs into

4-SGCMGs

Maneuver time
t1/(s) 15.18 12.82 12.78 36.04 26.48 26.48

Angle error
θe/(deg) ±0.0012 ±0.0012 ±0.0005 ±0.0014 ±0.0014 ±0.0005

Maximum
angular velocity
ωmax/(deg/s)

5.945 7.316 7.316 5.945 7.316 7.316
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Table 9. Cont.

Metrics

Case1 (20 deg) Case2 (140 deg)

Large
4-SGCMGs 8-SGCMGs

Reconfiguration of
8-SGCMGs into

4-SGCMGs

Large
4-SGCMGs 8-SGCMGs

Reconfiguration of
8-SGCMGs into

4-SGCMGs

Angular
velocity error

ωerror/(deg/s)
±0.001 ±0.0012 ±0.0005 ±0.002 ±0.002 ±0.001

Torque
accuracy

Taccuracy/(Nm)
±0.001 ±0.0015 ±0.0005 ±0.0012 ±0.002 ±0.0005
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Figure 11. Simulation results of large-angle attitude maneuver. (a) Large 4-SGCMGs, (b) 8-SGCMGs,
(c) Reconfiguration of 8-SGCMGs into 4-SGCMGs.

Result 1, Small-angle Attitude Maneuver (20 deg)
Result 2, Large-angle Attitude Maneuver (140 deg)
In summary, the reconfigurable design solves the problem that low-cost miniaturized

SGCMGs are difficult to break the stability limit, reduces the design difficulty of control
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algorithms and steering laws, and has unique advantages in balancing the trade-off between
maneuverability and stability.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, motivated by the development of future low-cost and fast-revisit of
Jilin-1 hyper-agile satellite, reconfigurable 8-SGCMGs to 4-SGCMGs are proposed as ac-
tuators. To overcome the stability bottleneck, this study focuses on the rotor radial load
friction interference caused by the gimbal rotation. Combined with the physical modeling
and experimental analysis of torque disturbance, the unknown frictional disturbance is
understood to a greater extent. This design not only solves the interference problem of
SGCMG from the basic, but also greatly reduces the difficulty of controller design, and
improves the satellite attitude performance parameters. In addition, the new evaluation
metrics of the configurations are defined by norm L∞ and norm L2, and the 8-SGCMGs
are proved to have the best overall momentum output capability by comparison with
typical configurations. Based on this, the full modeling of ACS is completed, including
dynamics, kinematics, control algorithm, reconfigurable SGCMGs system, environmental
disturbances and sensors, etc. The conditions for the configuration switching of SGCMGs
in the attitude maneuver segment and the attitude stabilization segment are defined. In
the attitude maneuver segment, the 8 units of SGCMGs work together to improve the
maneuver performance by outputting large torque with low accuracy. In the attitude
stabilization segment, the gimbals of 4 units of SGCMGs are lockout and the 4-SGCMGs
are reconstituted to output fine torque. By only configuring PD controller and singular
robust steering law, this design can provide a trade-off between high maneuverability and
stability during attitude maneuver.
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Appendix A

To describe the hyper-agile satellite attitude, we define the spatial coordinate system,
which includes the inertial coordinate system, orbital coordinate system, and satellite body
coordinate system. The spatial coordinate system is shown in Figure A1.
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bital plane, oOX  axis is the satellite forward direction, and oOY  axis is parallel to the 

normal of the orbital plane, and the three axes of the coordinate system conform to the 

right−handed orthogonal system. 

3. Body Coordinate System 

The coordinate system b b bOX Y Z  is the satellite body coordinate system, while the 

center of mass O  of the satellite is defined as the origin of this coordinate system. The 

roll axis, pitch axis, and yaw axis are defined as bOX , bOY , and bOZ  axis, respectively, 

and conform to the right−handed orthogonal coordinate system. The body coordinate sys-

tem coincides with the orbital coordinate system when the satellite is in the three−axis 

stabilization phase to the Earth. 
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1. Inertial Coordinate System

The coordinate system OiXiYiZi is an inertial coordinate system with the center Oi of
the Earth as the origin, the line of intersection along the equatorial and ecliptic planes of
the Earth as OiXi axis, the OiXi axis pointing to the equinox, and the OiZi axis pointing to
the North Pole of the Earth, and the other axis determined by the right-handed orthogonal
system as the OiYi axis.

2. Orbital Coordinate System

Coordinate system OXoYoZo is the orbital coordinate system, which is an orthogonal
coordinate system with the satellite center of mass O as the origin, OZo axis is pointing to
the geocentric direction, the OXo and OYo axis are perpendicular in the orbital plane, OXo
axis is the satellite forward direction, and OYo axis is parallel to the normal of the orbital
plane, and the three axes of the coordinate system conform to the right-handed orthogonal
system.

3. Body Coordinate System

The coordinate system OXbYbZb is the satellite body coordinate system, while the
center of mass O of the satellite is defined as the origin of this coordinate system. The
roll axis, pitch axis, and yaw axis are defined as OXb, OYb, and OZb axis, respectively,
and conform to the right-handed orthogonal coordinate system. The body coordinate
system coincides with the orbital coordinate system when the satellite is in the three-axis
stabilization phase to the Earth.
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